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Simplification

What do you 
want to ask a 

question 
about?

2. Influencing 
factors

Breadth
What level of scope will you give?

Audience
Know your campaign audience

Implementation
What type of ideas do you want?

Question 
builder

Broad
E.g. How can we become a more sustainable 
company?

Medium:
E.g. How can we increase sustainability through 
the use of new emerging technologies?

Narrow:
E.g. How can we reduce plastic in our supply 
chain to become more sustainable?

Size
Is your audience the whole company, a 
department or a specific team?

Location
Does the location of your audience influence the 
language chosen?

Tone / message
Does the message and tone of the question fit 
with your company identity?

Medium

Global / Department function / Team

Quick wins
Are you looking for ideas you can implement 
quickly?

Big ideas
Are you looking for big ideas that could 
transform the overall  company?

Everything
Are you looking for any type of idea, big or 
small?

Everything

3. Success 
enhancers

Company priorities

Find something that is important to the company; 
consider strategic alignment.

Find something that employees care about; consider 
their priorities.

Company

Find something that your audience will have insights 
and ideas on!

Relevance

Employee priorities Relevant themes
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Your
questions

4. Customer 
examples

Test it!

Influencing factors

Broad Everything Global Relevance

"What can we do to help our friends in 
government, the partners we work with, and
the communities we serve to combat COVID-19?"

bp vs. COVID KitKat Challenge

"How might we produce new ideas for KitKat Ice 
Cream that deliver the true KitKat experience?"

Influencing factors

Company Department Narrow

"What would you do to improve safety, efficiency, 
services, or your working environment at Amey?

Springboard

Influencing factors

Company Employee Medium Relevance

COVID-19

Good ideas?

Will this question give you the type 
of ideas you are looking for?

Bad ideas?

Will this question give you the 
type of ideas you are looking for?

The good news is that questions are fairly consistent and follow a clear 
structure.

There are five main parts that you need to keep in mind:

 Question word (who/what/where/when/how/why), or a question 
phrase (how long, how often)
 Auxiliary (or helping) verb (be/do/have) or modal auxiliary verbs = 
can/should/may/will)
 Subject (I/you/we/they/he/she/it)
 Main verb (eg: play, eat, buy etc)
 Object (who your question affects)

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Interrogative sentences ('questions') are generally divided between yes - no questions, which 
ask whether or not something is the case, and invite an answer of yes or no, and wh - 
questions, which specify the information being asked about using a word like which, who, 
how, etc.

Wh- questions use 'interrogative words' such as when, which, who, how, etc. to specify the 
information that is desired; the answer can never be yes or no.

WHO - used to obtain information about a 
person or people

WHAT- used to request information about 
somebody or something

WHERE - used to obtain information about 
the location of a person or thing

WHEN - used to obtain information about 
the time period in which an action occur

WHY - used to obtain information about the 
reason something happens, or the reason 
somebody does something

HOW - used to obtain information about the 
way something happens, or the manner or 
way somebody behaves or does something

Modal auxiliary verbs are used to 
express functions such as:

1. Permission
2. Ability
3. Obligation
4. Prohibition
5. Lack of necessity
6. Advice

 www.lawlessenglish.com

Wh- questions (open
questions) - Lawless
English
Wh- questions are so called because
with the exception of the question word
how, all the question words begin with
the letters Wh. They are also called open
questions because the number of
possible responses is limitless.

More info

 eslforums.com

Modal Verbs in English:
Usage & Examples - ESL
Forums
The principal modal verbs include can,
must, may, might, will, would, should.
They are used with other verbs to
express ability, obligation, possibility,
and

The most helpful thing for us regarding modal verbs is 
how they are used can indicate probability; something 
that could be considered when framing your question 
to your audience.

Here are the modal verbs ranked in order of highest to 
lowest probability:

MUST- Probability 100% (Necessity or obligation)
MAY - Probability 50% (Permission for Future)
COULD- Probability 40% - (Past ability / 
Suggestion)
MIGHT - Probability 35% or less
SHOULD - Advice or Uncertain prediction
SHALL - Offer or Suggestion
CAN - An ability or request

Question words Question structure

WH - questions

Modal verbs

Modal verbs - probability

More info

 www.myenglishpages.com

English Grammar -
Modals, Modal Verbs

More info

The Campaign Question Framework
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Bringing companies together
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Employee

Broad Global / Department / Team Quick wins

Medium

Narrow

Location

Tone / message

Big ideas

Everything

Business transformation

Ways of working

Increasing revenue

Quick wins


